Using the A Day at the Mine Activity Template

The A Day at the Mine Activity template allows you to facilitate a group activity in which trainees can become familiar with different areas of a mine site, both surface and underground, through a virtual tour. You can customize the information you need to impart to your trainees for each mine area you choose to include.

Following the title slide, the template includes a mine overview slide, a surface mine map slide, various blank slides for surface mine areas, an underground mine map slide, and various blank slides for underground mine areas.

*Mine Overview slide:* This slide/image demonstrates the scope of the presentation and activity, showing a cross-section of the surface pit and underground workings.

*Surface Mine Map slide:* This slide depicts a surface mine operation. The round icons indicate different areas of the surface workings of a mine site. When running the slideshow, clicking on the icons jumps to the corresponding slide in the slideshow.

*Underground Mine Map slide:* This slide depicts an underground mine operation. The round icons indicate different areas of the underground workings of a mine site. When running the slideshow, clicking on the icons jumps to the corresponding slide in the slideshow.

*Blank slides:* These slides can be customized with the information you need to suit your training. Clicking to advance will reveal the mine cart. Click on the mine cart to return to the appropriate Mine Map slide.

Creating a Fully Customized A Day at the Mine Activity

You can also download all the graphics and icons used in the A Day at the Mine template PowerPoint presentation to create a fully customized mine tour activity from the ground up. These images are provided in PNG format and compressed as .zip files.